Hello Ministry Partners,
Just a few paragraphs to keep you updated on what's happening with Steppin Out.
Most of you are aware that the guys spent over 2 weeks in Tama, IA assisting
homeowners/farmers with major clean-up after the Derecheo went through that
area. There was very little in the National news about this wind storm, but that
didn't change it's devastating effect on many small farmers.
Steppin Out was able to complete all the work orders for the removal of large
trees and heavy debris. There was a lot of chain saw work needed, which meant
piles of brush were dragged to the road for pickup and removal as well. The team
did an incredible job in spite of the high temps and very dry weather. In summary
for this project - The manual work was complete, but God's work continues! Praise
God for His work among the community of Tama and the Indian settlement nearby!
There were several homeowners and family members who made professions of
faith in Christ and many more whose hearts were re-awakened to the voice of God
through the witness of those coming to help. It's been the pattern for many of the
Disaster projects we have assisted with, to hear those affected say "This
Disaster/Storm (even though devastating) was the greatest
blessing". Why? Because God met them in their Storm!! So, thank you for praying!
Thank you for being a part of the project in Tama. IA.
Now, what happens is John and Joel are busy in the shop servicing equipment,
vehicles, trailers, etc. all in preparation for the next assignment that God will send us
to do. They are also sorting tools and packing the trailers for the building project for
Camp Barakel. They are scheduled to leave next Thursday Oct.1st and travel to MI to
begin this re-build of the building the camp lost from the fire this past Spring. The
project will be handled in 2-3 phases as they await material to arrive. This first
phase will have the team putting up the outer walls and then getting the roof on.
Right now we have a team of 5-6 men. They will be gone about 10-12 days, they will
return home and wait for the next truckload of materials (inside walls, etc) to be
delivered to the Camp, plus the electricians and plumbers will be able to complete
their part of this project before any of the inside work is started. Keep this team in
your prayers and the ministry of Camp Barakel.
Let me close with an invitation:). As I mentioned in the previous paragraph that
the guys were in the shop servicing equipment for the next Disaster deployment, we
are also seeking volunteers that will go with us. With the effects of Covid around our
Nation, Samaritan's Purse is finding it very difficult to get volunteers. One, because
some locations do not permit "outside" help and those that will allow it, SP has
agreed to have all outside volunteers take a Covid test and be found negative for
Covid before arriving at the location. You can imagine then how difficult it is to get
help that can handle tree & heavy debris removal. You need equipment (Skidsteer/Mini Ex), and those who can handle chainsaws safely. SO, our invitation is this

- If you are willing to volunteer to run a chainsaw, carry brush & debris and would
like to be on a Steppin Out team, please contact us! Now, of course we do not know
where/when our next deployment will be, but we are asking ahead of time to
prepare you and to have an idea of who we might have to call on. You can respond to
this email or give John (330-407-0860) Joel (330-407-0422) a call.
It is so wonderful to be able to share all that God has done and is doing with all of
you! Thank you for being our encouragers and faithful partners! We Praise God for
you!! "As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards of
God's varied grace". I Pet. 4:10
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